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chapter 17

Iber i a
Sónia Frota, Pilar Prieto, and
Gorka Elordieta

17.1 Introduction
The prosodic systems of Basque, Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish have recently yielded a
great deal of detailed work that has contributed to comprehensive descriptions of the different languages and language varieties. Taking a comparative stance, as in Frota and Prieto
(2015b) for three Romance languages and Elordieta and Hualde (2014) for Basque, this
chapter provides an overview of the main features of these languages’ prosodic systems.
Three areas will be discussed in detail: word prosody, prosodic phrasing, and intonation.
The chapter concludes by highlighting similarities and differences across Iberian languages,
as well as some open questions. Space limitations have prevented us from systematically
including varieties of these languages spoken outside the Iberian peninsula.

17.2 Word prosody
The phonological structure of words beyond the string of consonants and vowels and their
organization into syllables comprise their metrical structure, stress, and lexical tone. Word
prosody is characterized by variability across and within this group of languages, the major
divide being between Basque on the one hand and Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish on the
other. Basque shows a variety of word-prosodic systems, including pitch accent and stressaccent systems. By contrast, Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish have similar word stress systems, with differences only in secondary stress patterns and in the relative distribution of
primary stress patterns.

17.2.1 Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese
In line with a demarcative tendency for the main stress to occur near the final edge of a
word, stress falls on one of the last three syllables in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese
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(enclitics excluded). Stress may be lexically contrastive, as in Catalan fàbrica [ˈfaβ̞ɾikə]
‘company’ vs. fabrica [fəˈβ̞ɾikə] ‘(s)he produces’, Spanish sábana [ˈsaβ̞ana] ‘bed sheet’ vs.
sabana [saˈβ̞ana] ‘savannah’, and Portuguese bambo [ˈbɐ̃bu] ‘lax’ vs. bambu [bɐ̃ˈbu] ‘bamboo’.
Penultimate stress is the dominant pattern. However, there are differences in the frequencies of final and penultimate stress. Compared to Spanish, Catalan has more words with
final stress—that is, more monosyllabic and iambic words—due to the historical loss of
word-final masculine vowel markers. In fact, many Spanish and Portuguese w(eak)s(trong)
w(eak) amphibrachs are equivalent to iambs in Catalan (Spanish caballo ‘horse’, Portuguese
cavalo > Catalan cavall; Spanish cabello ‘hair’, Portuguese cabelo > Catalan cabell), and trochees are equivalent to Catalan monosyllabic words (Spanish and Portuguese caro ‘expensive’ > Catalan car). Final stress and monosyllabic words are more frequent in Portuguese
than in Spanish, among other things due to the historical loss of intervocalic /l/ and /n/
(Spanish palo ‘stick’ > Portuguese pau, Catalan pal; Spanish artesana ‘craftswoman’ >
Portuguese artesã, Catalan artesana). The different position of Spanish is shown in
Figure 17.1. Antepenultimate stress is rare, particularly in Catalan and Portuguese.
Although there are competing analyses of stress assignment in these languages, accounts
of stress as a predictable phenomenon have relied on morphological information (e.g. lexical
stem, suffixal morphemes, word category; for reviews, see Vigário 2003a; Hualde 2013). The
extent to which syllabic quantity or weight determines stress location is debatable (Mateus
and Andrade 2000; Wheeler 2005; Garcia 2017; Fuchs 2018).
Besides a demarcative tendency, stress systems tend to show an alternation of
prominences within the word, yielding patterns of secondary stresses. Catalan, Spanish, and
some varieties of Portuguese, such as Brazilian Portuguese, may display the typically Romance
alternating pattern of secondary stresses to the left of the primary stress (Frota and
Vigário 2000; Hualde 2012). However, native speakers’ intuitions are less clear on the locations of secondary stress. Experimental work has often failed to find evidence for alternating patterns (Prieto and van Santen 1996; Díaz-Campos 2000). A different pattern occurs in
European Portuguese, with alignment of secondary stress with the left edge of the word
(Vigário 2003a). This pattern may also be found in Catalan and Spanish (Hualde 2010, 2012).
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Figure 17.1 Frequencies of stress patterns (%) in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese. S = Strong;
W = Weak.
(Data from Frota et al. 2006; Prieto 2006; Vigário et al. 2006, 2010; Frota et al. 2010)
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Pitch accents generally associate to syllables with primary stress (see §17.4.1). However, in
Catalan and Spanish emphatic speech, pitch accents can additionally associate with secondary stresses located at the left edge of the prosodic word.
Prominence in compound words in Ibero-Romance languages is right-headed; that is,
the rightmost element of the compound bears the compound stress. Internal members of
compounds typically keep their stress in Catalan and Portuguese (Prieto 2004; Vigário
2003a, 2010), whereas in Spanish the survival of internal stresses seems to depend on the
morphosyntactic or lexicalized nature of the compound (Hualde 2006).

17.2.2 Basque
In contrast with Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish, Basque displays a variety of wordprosodic systems. Most Basque dialects belong to the stress-accent type—that is, all lexical
words have a syllable with main word stress (cf. Hualde 1997, 1999, 2003a), with differences
in the (default) stress location. The most widespread system is deuterotonic stress—that is,
stress on the second syllable from the left word edge (e.g. alába ‘daughter’, emákume ‘woman’,
argálegi ‘too thin’). Some varieties do not allow for final stress, so in disyllabic words stress
falls on the initial syllable. In many of these varieties, there is evidence that the domain for
foot construction is the root rather than the whole word, as words such as lúrrentzako ‘for
the lands’ and béltzari ‘to the black one’, which morphologically are composed of the monosyllabic roots lur and beltz followed by suffixes, have initial stress. Borrowings from Spanish
(Sp.) or Latin (Lt.) show initial stress: jénde or jénte ‘people’ (<Lt. gens, gĕntis; Sp. gente),
árbola ‘tree’ (< Lt. arborem; Sp. árbol). Some affixes in the nominal and verbal domains trigger initial stress, such as plural morphemes, comitative or ablative case markers, certain
derivational suffixes, and the imperfective. For instance, in the Gipuzkoan variety of
Beasain, we find contrasts such as gizóna ‘the man (absolutive singular)’ versus gízonak ‘the
men (absolutive plural)’ (see Hualde 1997, 1999, 2003a for detailed analyses of these stress
patterns). As we will see below, lexical contrasts based on accentuation are common in pitch
accent varieties.
Standard Basque accentuation is based on this system, although in a simplified manner,
in the sense that borrowings do not display initial stress and there are no marked affixes for
accentuation. Most commonly, stress falls on the second syllable of the word. However, in
disyllabic words with monosyllabic roots or with disyllabic roots ending in a vowel, stress is
often initial, as in lúrr-a ‘the land’, néska ‘girl’, and néska-k ‘the girls’ (with the hyphen
separating roots and affixes; Hualde 1997, 1999, 2003a; Elordieta and Hualde 2014).
In eastern varieties, the unmarked stress location is the penultimate syllable of the word
(or of the root, in the extinct Roncalese dialect)—for instance, adixkíde ‘friend’ in Souletin
(Soule, France), azazkála ‘fingernail’ in Esteribar (Navarrese Pyrenees), gizonarendáko ‘for
the man’ in Baztan (Navarrese Pyrenees), or iturría ‘the fountain’ in Sara (Labourd, France).
In Souletin, stress can fall on the final syllable of the word when the loss of the onset consonant
of the final syllable puts the penultimate and the final vowel in contact, and a diphthong or
vowel contraction occurs (*anari > aɦ͂ári > ahái ‘ram’; neskáa > neská ‘the girl’).
Secondary stress has been reported in Standard Basque on the final syllable of words that
are four or more syllables long, without secondary stresses on alternate syllables (e.g.
gizónarenà ‘the one of the man’, enbórrekìn ‘with the tree trunks’). Final syllable secondary
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stress has also been found in Southern High Navarrese, which has initial stress
(Hualde 1997, 1999, 2003a). The geographical distribution of this pattern is as yet unknown.
The Northern Bizkaian Basque (NBB) varieties have been classified as pitch accent systems, due to the similarity of NBB’s lexical contrast between accented and unaccented
words with Tokyo Japanese. In NBB, a subject-object-verb (SOV) language, unaccented
words have a prominent word-final syllable when they occur finally in a sentence fragment,
including citation pronunciations, and when they occur pre-verbally in a sentence. Unlike
these unaccented words, accented words have a lexically or morphologically determined
prominent syllable regardless of their sentential position. The prominence derives from a
H*+L accent in all cases. In the sentence on the left in Figure 17.2, the accented words
amúmen ‘of the grandmother’ and liburúa ‘book’ have word-level stress, with a falling accent
on the pre-final syllable. However, in the sentence on the right, the lexically unaccented
word lagunen ‘of the friend’ does not have word-level stress (i.e. it does not have a pitch
accent). The word dirua ‘money’ is lexically unaccented, but it receives an accent on its final
syllable because it precedes the verb (cf. e.g. Hualde et al. 1994, 2002; Elordieta 1997, 1998;
Jun and Elordieta 1997; Hualde 1997, 1999, 2003a).
Accented words receive an accent because they have one or more accented morphemes
(including roots). In most of the local varieties of NBB, the falling accent is assigned to the
syllable that precedes the morpheme. If there is more than one accented morpheme in the
word, the leftmost one determines the position of the accented syllable. In eastern varieties
of NBB, such as the well-documented Lekeitio variety, a fixed location for stress developed
(the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable of the word, depending on the variety), regardless of the location of the leftmost accented root. Further to the east, the Central Basque
varieties of Goizueta and Leitza (in Navarre) can also be classified as pitch accent systems,
this time not because of their similarity to Japanese but to languages such as Serbian,
Croatian, Swedish, and Norwegian, which have a lexical tone contrast in the syllable with
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Figure 17.2 Left utterance: Amúmen liburúa emon nau (grandmother-gen book-abs give aux
‘(S)he has given me the grandmother’s book’); right utterance: Lagunen diruá emon nau (friend-gen
money-abs give aux ‘(S)he has given me the friend’s money’).
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word stress. Thus, in Goizueta and Leitza there is no lexical contrast between accented and
unaccented morphemes and words, as all words have one syllable that stands out as more
prominent prosodically; rather, there is a distinction in stress location as well as lexical
pitch accent type. Four-way distinctions exist: words with stress on the initial syllable with
rising or falling pitch accents, and words with stress on the second syllable with rising or
falling pitch accents (Hualde 2007, 2012; Hualde et al. 2008). Although the pitch accent
varieties of NBB and Goizueta/Leitza are different, there is a historical connection between
them. In fact, Hualde (2003b, 2007, 2012), Elordieta (2011), and Egurtzegi and Elordieta
(2013) argue that the NBB varieties are the remnants of a once general prosodic system with
an accented/unaccented distinction, which changed into stress-accent systems in most
areas of the Basque-speaking territory. Supporting evidence lies in the fact that accented
morphemes in NBB are precisely those that introduce marked accentuation patterns (initial
stress) in the stress-accent varieties with deuterotonic stress (cf. Hualde 2003b, 2007, 2012).
Compounds show deuterotonic stress in Standard Basque. In stress-accent varieties there
is considerable variation across and within local varieties. In most pitch accent varieties, compounds are generally pitch accented, even when the members in isolation are unaccented.
The accent tends to occur on the last syllable of the first member of the compound, although
there is variation among local varieties as well. (Hualde 1997, 2003a).

17.3 Prosodic phrasing
The hierarchical structure of prosodic constituents is characterized by patterns of metrical
prominence and may co-determine the tonal structure of the utterance. The prosodic systems of Iberian languages differ in the set of prosodic phrases that are intonationally relevant as well as in the patterns of phrasal prominence.

17.3.1 Prosodic constituents and tonal structure
Prosodic phrasing may be signalled by boundary tones. Across the Iberian languages and
language varieties, up to three prosodic constituents have been defined at the phrasal level:
the intonational phrase (IP), the intermediate phrase (ip), and the accentual phrase (AP).
In Catalan and Spanish, the IP and the ip are intonationally relevant. They are characterized by pre-boundary lengthening (stronger at the IP level) and the presence of boundary
tones after their final pitch accent, with the inventory of boundary tones for the ip being
smaller than that for the IP (Prieto 2014; Hualde and Prieto 2015; Prieto et al. 2015).
Figures 17.3 and 17.4 illustrate these prosodic phrases in Catalan and Spanish, respectively.
Differently from Catalan and Spanish, in Portuguese only one prosodic constituent is
intonationally relevant—the IP (Frota 2014; Frota et al. 2015; Frota and Moraes 2016;
Moraes 2008). The IP is the domain for pre-boundary lengthening; it defines the position
for pauses and it is the domain of the minimal tune, which in the European variety may
consist only of the nuclear accent plus the final boundary tone. Prosodic phrases smaller
than the intonational phrase do not exhibit tonal boundary marking. An illustration is provided in Figure 17.5.
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Figure 17.3 f0 contour of the Catalan utterance La boliviana de Badalona rememorava la noia (‘The
Bolivian woman from Badalona remembered the girl’).
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Figure 17.4 f0 contour of the Spanish utterance La niña de Lugo miraba la mermelada ‘The girl
from Lugo watched the marmalade’.

Many of the constructions reported in Catalan and Spanish to be signalled by ip boundaries,
such as parentheticals, tags, and dislocated phrases, are signalled in Portuguese by IP
boundaries (Vigário 2003b; Frota 2014), and the prosodic disambiguation of identical word
strings by ip’s in Spanish and Catalan occurs at the IP level in Portuguese. While in Catalan,
Spanish, and Portuguese there is no evidence for tonally marked prosodic constituents
between the prosodic word and the ip/IP (with the exception of Northern Catalan due to
contact with French; see Prieto and Cabré 2013), in many dialects of Basque, three constituents are relevant to tonal structure: the IP, the ip, and the AP.
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Figure 17.5 f0 contour of the Portuguese utterance A nora da mãe falava do namorado (‘The
daughter-in-law of (my) mother talked about the boyfriend’).
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Figure 17.6 f0 contour of an utterance from Northern Bizkaian Basque: ((Mirénen)AP (lagúnen)AP
(liburúa)AP )ip erun dot (Miren-gen friend-gen book-abs give aux ‘I have taken Miren’s friends’ book’).

In Basque, IP’s are signalled by different boundary tones depending on sentence modality and on whether IP’s are final or non-final in an utterance (Elordieta and Hualde 2014).
While final IP’s may have low, rising, or falling contours, non-final IP’s are intonationally
marked by rising contours in Basque, signalling continuation. In Standard Basque, ip’s are
marked by rising boundary tones at their right edge, but in NBB they are not marked by any
right-edge boundary tones. Rather, they are characterized as domains of downstep, where
the H*+L pitch accents cause downstep on a following accent (Elordieta 1997, 1998, 2003,
2007a, 2007b, 2015; Jun and Elordieta 1997; Gussenhoven 2004; Elordieta and Hualde 2014;
see Figure 17.6). The lower-level constituent is the AP. In NBB, AP’s are sequences of one or
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Figure 17.7 f0 contour of an utterance from Northern Bizkaian Basque: ((Imanolen alabien diruá)AP )ip
erun dot (Imanol-gen daughter-gen money-abs give aux ‘I have taken Imanol’s daughter’s money’).

more words marked by a rise in pitch at the left edge and a pitch fall at the right edge. The
initial rise is a combination of an AP-initial L boundary tone and a phrasal H tone phonologically associated with the second syllable of the AP, and the pitch fall is a H*+L pitch
accent. The H*+L accent may belong to an accented word or to a lexically unaccented word
that occurs in immediate pre-verbal position (see §17.2). In all other contexts, lexically
unaccented words do not carry an accent and are included in the same AP with any following word(s). Figures 17.6 and 17.7 illustrate the general patterns of phrasing into AP’s in NBB,
respectively showing a sequence of three accented words and thus three AP’s, and a sequence
of three unaccented words (which form one AP) before the verb. In Standard Basque, AP’s
are not clearly identified at their left edge by a rising intonation. Rather, any word with an
accent could constitute an AP (Elordieta 2015; Elordieta and Hualde 2014).

17.3.2 Phrasal prominence
Phrasal prominence refers to the main prosodic prominence within a prosodic constituent.
It is frequently related to the expression of focus, in line with the tendency for languages to
exploit prosodic structure for the marking of information status.
In Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese phrasal prominence is rightmost. The last prosodic
word in the phrase gets nuclear stress and the nuclear pitch accent thus typically occurs
close to the right edge of the intonational phrase. In a broad-focus statement such as ‘They
want jam’, the main phrasal prominence is on the last word, as illustrated in (1). Similarly, in
a narrow-focus statement such as ‘They want JAM (not butter)’, it is also final, as in (2), but
the pitch accent used to express it is different. In all three languages, a particular pitch
accent is commonly used to convey narrow (contrastive) focus (see also §17.4.2).
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(Catalan)
‘(They) want jam’
(1) a. (Volen melmelada)IP
L* L%
b. (Quieren mermelada)IP (Spanish)
L* L%
c. (Querem marmelada)IP (Portuguese)
H+L* L%
(Catalan)
‘(They) want JAM (not butter)’
(2) a. (Volen MELMELADA)IP
L+H* L%
b. (Quieren MERMELADA)IP (Spanish)
L+H* L%
c. (Querem MARMELADA)IP (Portuguese)
H*+L L%
Non-final nuclear prominence is also possible, but here the three languages differ.
Changes in the placement of the nuclear accent can be used as a strategy to convey narrow
focus in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese, as shown in (3) for the statement ‘MARINA is
coming tomorrow (not Paula)’, where nuclear prominence is found on ‘Marina’. However,
Catalan and to a somewhat lesser extent Spanish are less flexible in shifting the main prominence to a non-phrase-final position than West Germanic languages (Vallduví 1992; Hualde
and Prieto 2015). Instead, word order changes are generally used for focus marking in combination with prosodic prominence strategies (Vanrell and Fernández-Soriano 2013), as in
(4). Although word order changes are also possible in some constructions in Portuguese,
prosodic strategies like those exemplified in (2) and (3) are more widely used. For further
details on phrasal prominence and focus in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese, see Frota
(2000, 2014), Face (2002), Fernandes (2007), Vanrell et al. (2013), Prieto (2014), Frota et al.
(2015), Prieto et al. (2015), and Frota and Moraes (2016).
(3) a. (La MARINA vendrà demà)IP
L* L%
   L+H*
b. (MARINA vendrá mañana)IP
L+H*     L* L%
c. (A MARINA virá amanhã)IP
  H*+L    H+L* L%
(4)

a. (MELMELADA)ip
  L+H* Lb. (MERMELADA)ip
  L+H* L-

(Catalan) ‘MARINA is coming tomorrow
(not Paula)’
(Spanish)
(Portuguese)

(volen)IP
(Catalan) ‘(They)want JAM (not butter)’
L*
L%
(quieren)IP (Spanish)
L*
L%

Differently from Catalan, Spanish, or Portuguese, the neutral word order in Basque
declarative sentences is SOV, and the main prosodic prominence is assigned to the
pre-verbal constituent—that is, the object (Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina 2003). In the
sentence in (5), the direct object madari bát ‘a pear’ is interpreted as the constituent with
main prominence.
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(5) Mirének
umiari
madari
bát emon dotzo.
Miren-erg child-dat pear-abs one give aux
‘Miren has given a pear to the child’
Any word order that is not SOV necessarily indicates that the sentence has a constituent
that is focalized and other constituents have to be understood as ‘given’ information. For
instance, if the sentence in (5) were to have the order OSV, the subject would be interpreted
as having narrow focus and the object would be ‘given’ information. In narrow-focus contexts, the focalized constituent must be immediately to the left of the verb. Narrow focus can
also occur post-verbally, at the end of the clause (Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina 2003; Elordieta
and Hualde 2014).
It is not clear whether there is a difference between the realization of prosodic prominence
in broad focus and in non-corrective narrow focus. In Central and Standard Basque, in
both cases pitch accents are rising. Whereas pitch accents may have their peaks on the
post-tonic syllable in broad focus, in narrow focus there is a tendency for such peaks to be
realized within the tonic syllable (Elordieta 2003; Elordieta and Hualde 2014). In the specific type of narrow focus called ‘corrective’, the focalized constituent always has an accent
with a peak in the tonic syllable, followed by a reduced pitch range on the following
material. This holds for all varieties (Elordieta 2003, 2007a).
Thus, Iberian languages show varying prosodic prominence effects of focus, with Basque
displaying heavy syntactic constraints that are not found in the other languages and with
Portuguese showing a more flexible use of prosodic prominence.

17.4 Intonation
In Iberian languages, the tonal structure of utterances comprises intonational pitch accents
and boundary tones. Lexical pitch accents contribute to the tonal structure in Basque only
(§17.2). Differences in the types, complexity, and distribution of pitch events, and resulting
nuclear configurations, are found across languages. The division of labour between prosodic
and morphosyntactic means to express sentence modality and other pragmatic meanings
varies greatly too. Unless otherwise stated, the description below is mostly based on the
varieties of each language whose intonation is best known: Central Catalan, Castilian
Spanish, Standard European Portuguese, and Northern Bizkaian and Standard Basque.

17.4.1 Tonal events
All of the languages described in this chapter have pitch accents and IP boundary tones, but
not all show ip or AP edge tones. Portuguese stands out for the absence of ip tonal boundaries,
whereas Basque is unique in the central role played by the AP in its tonal structure. This is
as expected, given the set of intonationally relevant prosodic constituents for each language
described in §17.3.1.
There are larger and often different sets of nuclear pitch accents than of prenuclear pitch
accents in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese. While most pitch accents in the languages’
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inventories are used only in nuclear position, it is not uncommon for a given pitch accent
to occur only in prenuclear position, as do Catalan L*+H and Spanish L+<H* in interrogatives and statements (Face 2002, 2008; Prieto 2014; Hualde and Prieto 2015; Prieto et al. 2015)
and H* in Portuguese (Frota et al. 2015). In Catalan, Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese, but
not in European Portuguese, prenuclear contours of statements tend to be composed of the
repeated presence of the same type of pitch accent (usually a rising accent), yielding an
alternating tonal pattern, as is illustrated by the contrasting prenuclear contours in
Figure 17.3 for Catalan, Figure 17.4 for Spanish, and Figure 17.5 for Portuguese (Frota and
Moraes 2016). The three Iberian Romance languages display similar numbers of types of
nuclear pitch accents, but different dimensions are contrastively used (see Table 17.1).
Portuguese fully explores the phonological contrast of association in bitonal accents (H+L*,
H*+L, L+H*, L*+H). Catalan and Spanish make a contrastive use of tonal scaling (L+H*,
L+¡H*). As for IP boundary tones, Catalan and Spanish show a larger inventory than
Portuguese (Table 17.2). Consequently, the types of nuclear contour obtained by the
combinations of nuclear accents and boundary tones are larger for Catalan and Spanish
than for Portuguese (Table 17.3). For Spanish, the type of nuclear pitch accent may depend
on the presence of a prenuclear accent (Torreira and Grice 2018). In elicited utterances
expressing ‘the statement of something obvious’, Torreira and Grice (2018) found that a
nuclear rise was used in ip’s consisting of one prosodic word, but a nuclear rise-fall in ip’s
with more than one prosodic word. Since the last words were identical, these results cannot
be interpreted as a form of truncation, whether phonological or phonetic. Importantly,
none of the three languages use the full set of possible combinations of pitch accents and
boundary tones. The restricted combinatory patterns of pitch accents and boundary tones
suggest that nuclear configurations form tight intonational units linked to the expression of
pragmatic meanings (Frota and Prieto 2015b).
In NBB, there is only one type of pitch accent, H*+L. As described earlier, its distribution
is in large part lexically determined, as only some words have it as part of their lexical
specification (‘accented’ words; cf. §17.2). The distribution of accents is also syntactically
determined inasmuch as unaccented words surface with a pitch accent when immediately
preceding the verb and in isolation. In central varieties of Basque, stress is realized intonationally by a rising pitch accent. This accent is analysed as (L+H)* in Elordieta and Hualde
(2014), to reflect the relatively invariant shape of the rising movement but the lack of strict
alignment of the peak with the stressed syllable or with the post-tonic syllable. The alignment can vary depending on the number of post-tonic syllables, and there is not enough
evidence for postulating early and late rises as distinct phonological categories.
The inventory of boundary tones in Basque is small (Table 17.2). The most distinctive trait
is the rise at the left edge of the AP in NBB, which consists of a %L boundary tone and a
phrasal H tone, as described in §17.3.

Table 17.1 Inventory of nuclear accents
Nuclear accents/languages
Basque: NBB
Basque: Standard/Central
Catalan
Spanish
Portuguese
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L*
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✓
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✓
✓
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✓
✓
✓
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✓
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Table 17.2 Inventory of IP boundary tones
Boundary tones/languages L%
Basque: NBB
Basque: Standard/Central
Catalan
Spanish
Portuguese

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

H%

✓
✓
✓

!H%

LH%

HL%

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

L!H%

LHL%

[%L H-

AP

✓
✓
✓

✓

Table 17.3 Nuclear configurations
L%
H%
!H%
LH%
HL%
L!H%
LHL%

H*

L*

H+L*

H*+L

L+H*

SP, Ca
SP

PT, SP, Ca
SP, Ca

PT, SP, Ca

NBB, PT

SP
SP, Ca

PT
PT, Ca

NBB
StB

PT, SP, Ca, StB
Ca
PT, SP, Ca
SP, Ca, StB
SP, Ca, StB
SP, Ca
Ca

L*+H
PT

L+¡H*
SP, Ca

PT

Ca = Catalan; NBB = Northern Bizkaian Basque; PT = Portuguese; SP = Spanish; StB = Standard
Basque.

Tables 17.1–17.3 (based on Elordieta and Hualde 2014; Frota and Prieto 2015b) show the
inventory of nuclear pitch accents and boundary tones, and the nuclear configurations in
Basque, Catalan, Spanish, Portuguese, and most of their varieties (for tonal events restricted
to local varieties, see Frota and Prieto 2015b). They reflect the typologically different nature
of Basque, as well as the similarities and differences in the types and complexity of tonal
events between the other three languages.

17.4.2 Main sentence types and pragmatic meanings
Across Iberian languages, prosody is used to express sentence modality and other pragmatic meanings to different extents and using different means. This is illustrated below via
the intonation of declarative and interrogative sentences.
The dominant nuclear pitch accent configurations for broad-focus statements in most
Spanish and Catalan dialects is a low fall L* L% or a low rise L+!H* on the final prominent
element, as shown in Figure 17.8 with examples from Castilian Spanish and Central Catalan.
Differently from broad-focus statements, contrastive-focus statements (i.e. sentences
expressing the direct rejection of an alternative) display a nuclear pitch configuration
characterized by a circumflex L+H* L% pitch contour, which is typically produced with
expanded pitch range (Figure 17.9).
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Figure 17.8 f0 contour of the broad-focus statement Les nenes volen melmelada, produced by a
Catalan speaker (top), and Las niñas quieren mermelada, produced by a Spanish speaker, ‘The girls
want jam’ (bottom).

Both Catalan and Spanish use a complementary syntactic strategy to express narrow
contrastive focus, the sentence-initial fronting of the contrastive element, which gets focus/
nuclear prominence and is generally produced with a L+H* L- or L+H* L% pitch configuration
(Figure 17.10; see also §17.3.2). The postnuclear stretch is either deaccented or produced
with a very reduced series of L* and !H* accents. Interestingly, in these two languages, as
well as in other Romance languages, the common circumflex contrastive pattern L+H* L%
is also used in contradiction statements and other epistemically biased statements (see
Frota and Prieto 2015b).
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Figure 17.9 f0 contour of the narrow contrastive focus statement Les nenes volen MELMELADA
(‘The girls want JAM’), produced by a Catalan speaker.
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Figure 17.10 f0 contour of the narrow contrastive-focus statement MERMELADA, quieren (JAM
(they) want, ‘(They) want JAM’), produced by a Spanish speaker.

Catalan and Spanish distinguish statements from questions through distinct sets of pitch
contours, which affect the prenuclear region as well as the nuclear accent and the final
boundary tones. While Spanish information-seeking questions are characterized by a rising
nuclear pitch configuration L* H%, Catalan can use both a rising L* H% and a falling H+L*
L% nuclear pitch configuration (see Figure 17.11). Yes/no questions headed optionally by the
sentence-initial interrogative particle que ‘that’ have a predominantly falling intonation pattern (e.g. Que vindria? ‘Would (s)he come?’; Prieto and Rigau 2007; Prieto 2014). Falls in
information-seeking questions are also found in some American varieties of Spanish (e.g.
Caribbean and Argentinian Spanish), in the Canary Islands, and in Cantabria (Prieto and
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Figure 17.11 f0 contour of the rising yes/no question Quieren mermelada?, produced by a Spanish
speaker (top), and Que volen melmelada, produced by a Catalan speaker (bottom), ‘Do (they) want jam?’

Roseano 2010; Hualde and Prieto 2015; for a discussion of the types of falling nuclear
pattern, see Frota and Prieto 2015b).
Explicit declarative syntax with preposed subjects (as in La Maria va venir?) is not
allowed in information-seeking interrogatives in Catalan and most varieties of Spanish.
These sentences rather express a counterexpectational meaning (e.g. Did Mary really
come?). Even though typically the same surface syntax as in declaratives appears in interrogative utterances (where the subject is not present or where post-position of the subject is
the unmarked pattern), subject inversion is quite marked otherwise. Apart from the use of
declarative syntax, both Catalan and Spanish make systematic use of intonational marking
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to signal pragmatic differences within yes/no questions—for example, in the expression of
counterexpectational questions, echo questions, and evidential and confirmation-seeking
questions (see Prieto et al. 2015 and Vanrell et al. 2017 for Catalan; Hualde and Prieto 2015
and Escandell-Vidal 2017 for Spanish).
In Portuguese, intonational means are used to distinguish both between broad- and
narrow-focus statements and between statements and questions. In either case, and unlike
the situation in Catalan or Spanish, prosody is commonly the only cue for this distinction.
The intonational signalling of narrow focus in European Portuguese is expressed by the use
of a specific nuclear pitch accent, H*+L instead of the broad-focus H+L*, irrespective of the
position of the focused word in the sentence. When the focus is early, pitch range compression characterizes the postnuclear stretch and the postnuclear accent in the final word thus
shows a reduced pitch range (Frota 2000). Figures 17.12 and 17.13 illustrate the intonation of
broad- and narrow-focus declarative sentences. In Brazilian Portuguese varieties, however,
there is no such single pitch accent marking narrow focus, and both falling (H+L*, H*+L)
and rising (L*+H) accents have been reported, together with expanded pitch range of the
focal accent (Frota and Moraes 2016).
The distinction between statements and questions is expressed by boundary tones in
most European Portuguese varieties, information-seeking questions having a boundary rise
(Frota et al. 2015). Some varieties show a rising nuclear accent (L*+H), whereas in Standard
European Portuguese the nuclear accent is kept the same as in declaratives (Frota 2002, 2014).
The intonation of questions in Standard European Portuguese is illustrated in Figure 17.14.
Rising-falling contours in information-seeking questions are common in some Brazilian
varieties (Frota et al. 2015; Castelo and Frota 2016). Differently from Catalan and Spanish,
Portuguese makes no systematic use of intonational marking to signal pragmatic differences within yes/no questions, besides the counterexpectational meaning (Frota and
Prieto 2015b; Frota et al. 2015).
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Figure 17.12 f0 contour of the broad-focus statement As meninas querem marmelada (‘The girls
want jam’), produced by a European Portuguese speaker.
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Figure 17.13 f0 contour of the narrow contrastive-focus statement As meninas querem marmelada
(‘The girls want jam’) with a narrow focus on ‘MARMELADA’ (top) and on ‘AS MENINAS’ (bottom),
in European Portuguese.

In Basque, the prosodic realization of a constituent that bears the main prosodic
prominence in broad-focus statements is not significantly different from that of a constituent
with narrow non-contrastive focus (see §17.3.2). In both cases, the main prominence is
signalled by a pitch accent: H*+L in NBB and L+H* or (L+H)* in Standard Basque
(Elordieta and Hualde 2014). Only in contrastive or corrective narrow focus does a word or
constituent display a bigger excursion size, suggesting that the accent is upstepped and
followed by reduced pitch range on post-focal material.
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Figure 17.14 f0 contour of the yes/no question As meninas querem marmelada? (‘(Do) the girls
want jam?’), produced by a Standard European Portuguese speaker.

To a lesser extent than in Iberian Romance languages, intonation also serves to distinguish sentence types in Basque. In NBB, statements end in a L% boundary tone. Yes/no
questions typically end in L% or HL%, or in a final rise (LH%) among younger speakers
(Elordieta 1997, 1998, 2003; Elordieta and Hualde 2014). Importantly, yes/no questions display a wider pitch range than statements and the final syllable of the last word is lengthened
considerably. Figure 17.15 compares a statement and a yes/no question contour in NBB,
with the main prominence on the verb, which is sentence-initial. The example illustrates
how wider pitch range, final pitch fall, and longer duration of the final syllable distinguish
yes/no questions from statements.
In Standard Basque as well as in central varieties, yes/no questions typically display final
falls (HL%), as shown in Figure 17.16 (Elordieta and Hualde 2014; Eguskiza et al. 2017). In
varieties where the yes/no question particle al is used, the final contour is low, not falling.
A comparable sentence to the one in Figure 17.16 with the question particle would be
Garagardoa edan al du?. In this type of sentence, there is a clear fall in pitch after the main
verb, and the particle and the auxiliary have low pitch. A possible interpretation would be
that the question particle already indicates that the sentence is a yes/no question and that
therefore the default L% of statements can be used.
In sum, statements are characterized by a final low boundary tone in all four languages
discussed here. However, interrogative sentences are not always marked by a high/rising
boundary tone in Basque, Catalan, and some varieties of Spanish and Portuguese. Statements
with narrow contrastive focus generally have a high peak in the nuclear word, regardless of
whether it originates in a lexical pitch accent, as in Basque, or an intonational pitch accent,
as in Catalan, Spanish, and Portuguese, and regardless of whether it is part of an accentual
fall (NBB, and European and Brazilian Portuguese) or an accentual rise (Standard Basque,
Catalan, Brazilian Portuguese, and Spanish).
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Figure 17.15 f0 contours of the statement Allagá da laguna (arrive aux friend-abs ‘The friend has
arrived’) and the yes/no question Allagá da laguna? (‘Has the friend arrived?’), uttered by the same
speaker of Northern Bizkaian Basque.
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Figure 17.16 f0 contour of the yes/no question Garágardoa edán du? (beer-abs drink aux, ‘Did he
drink the beer?’) in Standard Basque.

17.5 Conclusion and perspectives
The prosodic systems of Iberian languages are quite diverse. The typologically different
nature of Basque is reflected in its word prosody, and includes both pitch accent and stressaccent systems. Lexical pitch accents contribute to the tonal structure in Basque only.
Basque is also unique in the central role played by the AP in its tonal structure, and by
syntax in its pitch accent distribution, and prosodic prominence. Although the word stress
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systems and the intonation systems of Catalan, Portuguese, and Spanish are broadly similar,
these three Romance languages display differences in their secondary stress patterns and in
the distribution of primary stress, as well as in their prosodic phrasing. At the word level,
Spanish shows more trochaic patterns than Catalan and Portuguese. At the phrasal level,
Portuguese stands out for the absence of the ip and of the regular prenuclear accents that
characterize Catalan and Spanish. Across Iberian languages, prosody is used to express sentence modality and other pragmatic meanings to different extents and by different means.
In Portuguese, prosodic means are commonly the only cue used, whereas Catalan and
Spanish frequently employ complementary morphosyntactic strategies. Basque uses
intonation to a lesser extent while displaying a heavier load of morphosyntactic marking of
modality and other pragmatic meanings.
Despite the recent progress in the description and understanding of the prosody of
Iberian languages, there are still many unresolved issues and challenges. The issue of how
stress is assigned remains controversial, in particular with respect to the roles played by
morphological and phonological information (Basque stress-accent dialects included),
while patterns of secondary stress require further research within and across languages. The
representation of rising prenuclear accents in Catalan, Spanish, and Brazilian Portuguese
and of rising accents in Central varieties of Basque is another open issue. Similarly, the use
of duration and tonal density to express sentence modality largely remains to be explored.
Last but not least, further investigation of the interactions between intonation, phrasing,
and morphosyntactic patterns is needed. It is hoped that the typological comparisons
undertaken in the current chapter may shed new light onto this venture.
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